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#1  
How many 

different BUG species 
do we need to have?

There is no exact number of bugs required. The bug project is worth 340 points (see instruction page)However: 260 (of the 340) points are for the bugs.30 bugs in 6 orders = 150 + 120 = 270 ////260260260260
OR15 bugs in 9 orders = 75 + 180 = 255 ////260260260260                        OR11 bugs in 11 orders = 55 + 220 = 275 ////260260260260

2   Can we collect “bugs” that are not insects,

such as spiders, pill bugs, centipedes,

millipedes and scorpions? 

NO

4   Can we collect larva forms of insects, such   

      as caterpillars and grubs? 

NO

5   Can we collect more bugs than will fit on 

     the Board? 

NO: You may only have as many BUGS as there

are numbered spots for.   

Example:  5 different fly species are allowed #60-64

6   How big does the bug board need to be? 30cm X 30cm   which equals  12X12 inches

7   What can the BUG BOARD be made from? Stiff foam, cardboard

8   Where can we get materials to make our  

     BUG BOARDS?

Cardboard from a box (two layers thick )

Mr. Gillam  sells used foam pieces for $1

9   What type of pins do we need? Any type will do, long skinny pins are the best.

Mr. Gillam  sells actual insect pins:   30pins for $1

10   How do we get extra credit? By getting more bug species or bug orders.

11   How do we make the index? See examples at:   http://gillambiology.weebly.com

There is also an example in Mr. Gillam’s classroom.

12    How do we figure out the 

      common names of the insects?

Internet web sites such as those listed in Mr. Gillam’s Biology

web site  http://gillambiology.weebly.com,     OR

field guides such as those loaned out by Mr. Gillam.

13   How do we figure out the Order that 

       each  insect belongs to?

Internet: search the bugs name in wikipedia.

OR   The “Orders of Insects” handout.

14   Can we turn in the project early,  before 

     the due date? 

YES:   and if you wish, I will look it over and

inform you of any obvious point deductions

you should fix. 

15   Is there help for us to do the BUG project on 

          Mr. Gillam’s Biology web site.
YES:   CLICK the insect project link.

http://gillambiology.weebly.com

16   Do we get any credit for duplicate bugs?

      For example if we have two Honey Bees.

NO: You only get points for each unique species of

insect you have on the project.  You will not get

any points for the 2nd Honey Bee.

I would recommendgetting some extra bugpoints to make up forany “bad” bugs, or lossof points from othercategories.


